
 
Year 5 English Tasks –Thursday 25th June     

 
Hope you are all staying safe and hopefully some of you have managed to see some family members after such a long time 

apart. Fingers crossed the weather will pick up again this week and outside will not look so miserable.   

 

Parents and children: This week we are focusing on a Youtube clip called Pigeon Impossible – DO NOT watch the clip until the 

instructions ask you to. We will be starting to think of our next writing outcome today, you will need to imagine yourself in the 

position of the pigeon. 

 

Task 1 – Identifying the features and language of a monologue  

What is a monologue?  
What will the tone of the monologue be?   The tone would be quite comical   
What will the mood be like?      Excited when he sees the donut and then the mood changes when he realises the agent isn’t 
sharing.  
What language choices will you need to make?  Clear precise adjectives and a range of fronted adverbials and conjunctions to 
join ideas together  
 

Task 2 – Recognising features and language of a monologue.  

I have selected a colour for each feature – here is the completed version:  

Green – figurative language   red – adjectives    purple – first person   blue – fronted adverbials      orange – past tense  

 

 

 

The sun was smiling and the sky was as blue as the ocean. What a beautiful start to 
my day! Suddenly, my stomach began to rumble like thunder.  My daily reminder 
that it was indeed breakfast time! Instantly, I began to wonder what tasty delights I 
would discover on today’s exciting menu.  
Using my perfect vision, I conducted my daily scan of my usual surroundings. 
Everything was as normal, frantic humans eagerly rushing to work, humans getting 
frustrated sitting in vehicles in the stopped traffic. Out of the corner of my eye, I 
noticed something different. A smart looking gentleman with a shiny briefcase 
sitting on a comfortable looking bench. However, that is not what had caught my 
eye. A nervous, excited feeling growled in my stomach. Could it actually be a freshly 
cooked bagel? I decided I had better swoop in and take a closer look. 
As I got closer, my excitement erupted like a volcano. I could see the butter 
gleaming on the side and the melted cheese ready to ooze out into my mouth. At 
that moment, I decided to invent a plan. I thought if I landed on the bench whilst 
the kind human wasn’t looking then when he did see me he would take one look at 
my adorable face and obviously share his delectable treat with me. Well, I couldn’t 
have been more wrong! 


